The day I found all my answers!
My whole existence explained!
By Simon.
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Wave after wave of my atoms dancing with joy, tears streaming down my face and a
connection uncovered which was so deep, so wonderful I am still extremely emotional
several hours after it happened.
Two sentences in a book brought the answers flooding into this body:
“In the early stages of their exit all souls encounter a “wispy cloudiness” around them
that soon becomes clear. This is the moment when the average soul sees a ghostly form
of energy coming towards them. This figure may be a loving soulmate or two, but more
often than not it is our GUIDE.”
What I saw on my DMT trip was my guide. Strong, so loving, wise and extremely happy I
was there. She told me “It is really important that you are here”. The strange timing and
coincidences of the path to DMT was a major “key” in this life. I was too impatient with
the astral projection I was doing in my late teens and twenties so I needed to stop
myself but I needed another way of getting to the same point later in life. This was the
only solution.

The Answers to my existence!
The entity in my DMT trip
What I saw cannot ever be drawn because you cannot draw energy and the connections
in our way of thinking. The closest thing (but still a million times less beautiful) was this:

On my DMT trip, as all the information and visuals were flashing through my soul, I saw
a hand reach down and grab hold of my hand. In that instant every atom of my soul and
body exploded in both joy and love. This emotion was so intense and so overpowering
it is impossible to ever be able to explain because it is not possible to ever feel positive
emotions on this scale on earth. At that time I had no idea who this entity was but I did
know I was deeply connected to this being and had been for aeons. Now I know who

this was!
She is my guide, my trainer; the one overseeing all my human experiences. Guiding me
through all my lives and making sure the lessons and paths I needed to go on were
there for me to see.
My guide was a very, very deep purple color with a small trace of dark blue but she lit up
and radiated the most divine aura; impossible to ever draw!

My Missing 10 years of Memory
In my very early twenties I was astrally projecting most nights. I witnessed strange things
because I could astrally project far outside this planet. As I got braver and braver I tried
something new and I found a door. At that point my memory was wiped as well as the
methods I used to astrally project and get there. The only thing I had left in my memory
was two words; “THE door”, but I no longer had any idea what it meant.
When I first discovered the way back my soul immediately realised the colossal mistake
the mind-body had made. I was always meant to discover it but it was never meant to
be that soon. We (my soul, my trainer and my friends up there) discussed it and we all
agreed my soul needed to repair the damage I had done but we had to also discuss
how I could still get to that point later in the future. For some reason this all needed to
be revealed at a certain point to assist me.
I couldn't simply "forget" that moment because our souls work in partnership with the
body; we don't control them. If you know this body you'l know there was NO WAY I was
going to let my soul make me forget this so my soul had to go against my bodies wishes
and alter some pathways in my brain. My body and mind went into full blown
depression because it knew what was happening but it was vitally important and it had
to be done. The depression lesson was always going to happen but it came earlier than
it should have done because of what I saw.
Had I not done this I could not have got to where I am today. There were still people
here who needed my help so I couldn't leave them to it without ruining their own
experiences. It was far too early to understand how these lives (and the life between life)
worked.

Why I am here

I don't think this life was expected. I have a feeling I rushed in to try again at learning
the lesson of beating suicidal thoughts. My Mum had a few miscarriages and then lost
her son at the age of one. We all have a path we can follow but there are many
branches that our free-will can take. I think the loss of her son was a branch that would
not have had a good outcome and I sent myself in to see if I could also help repair the
damage. The soul in my mum's son would not have been able to come back so soon

but that soul reached out and asked for help. I had to find a way of getting to a woman
who couldn't have children so I know there would have been a lot of urgent work to get
me where I went. "Lisa" is the soul of that child. She had tried a few times to get to my
mum and almost made it as a boy. She has always been strongly connected to me
because it is her I am assisting.
I had "keys" that would trigger soul memories. The photo of my mum's dad was the
main one, the term "cellar door" triggered another when I first heard it and amethyst
crystals were another. I have an "emotional feeling" that the photo of my mum's dad
should have been shown to me later in my life because the moment I saw that photo I
KNEW something far bigger than me was going on. It was like alarm bells going off in
my body the second I saw it for the first time. That one photo set in stone a path that
would always then be with me. If you had put the photos of him and me together you
would be able to tell us apart but I'm adopted so there is NO WAY this can happen.
Note:
My Mum's dad committed suicide and this current life of mine had a 15 year battle with
depression in which it almost won twice. I believe I failed the lesson in my last life and
came back almost immediately to do it all over again. This situation would have kept
repeating life after life until I had learnt the lesson.
Instead of spending my life slowly working towards this revelation my soul had to make
sure I couldn't back there too soon BUT...I also needed a quick way of bypassing that
process to get back to that point once the timing was right. The Volcanologist Dr. Simon
Day was the "key" to DMT. From the moment I googled my own name a couple of
years ago and came across him and his research it triggered a 100% U-turn in my life
which led me to that wonderful day in January when I met her and found my real home.

My current phase of life
I am to assist Daniel overcome his weaknesses. I am here to offer him guidance once he
reaches the point of being able to ask for it. His past lives and mine have crossed before
and I know he feels it very strongly.

My side projects

I am here to bring closure to some as they near the end of their lives. I am wary that
each person must ask for it or I cannot give the words/energy they need to enable them
to find the answers.

The answer to how I connect to my guide.
At the time of writing (the same day this happened) I have not yet tried but I now know
how I can connect back to the source and my guide. I simply focus all my energy on
exactly what I saw and I will be drawn back to her and the training room. Energy flows
where intent goes...

When is it my head talking or my guide talking
The guide is a whisper in my ear. My brain is normal thoughts.

The Janna Connection

She remembers seeing me in the life between life but I feel the energy instead. I'm not
so sure we should be lovers in this life but it is important that I remain available to her as
our lives are designed to cross paths.

Theta range of hypnosis.
My last life
1. Who was I in my most recent life?
2. Why did I take the route I did to get my family?
3. What was the purpose of being with this family?
Life between life
1. What is my color (aura)
2. Was the entity I saw with DMT my guide?
3. When Janna saw me in the room with the table what was my role?
4. Why do Janna and I connect?
5. Was my missing memory because I found the doorway/tunnel too soon?
6. What lessons did I need to learn and how am I doing?
7. Is Assisting Daniel an important part of my current role?
8. Did Daniel have a military past life affecting this one?
9. Have I found my signposts and clues?
10. What is the connection to Hannah and Jess?
11. Have Daniel and Jess been a part of other lives?
12. Is this my last life on earth?

